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if you have access to your router's serial port then you should be able to issue a `reset` command to it. if this does not work, then there may be a
problem with your web browser or something that you are typing into the url bar. if you are looking for a challenge, you can use serialx to get

remote access to the router's serial port. this software has a live serial terminal. alternatively, someone has written a native port for mac os x. but,
the best place to get help with this issue is the forums. we may be able to work it out. can you do me one other favor? could you create a thread
on our port forwarding forum explaining the issue? the site has created a template i could use for an explanation of the issues you are having. it

might just be that we know the fix. i will need to update the template sometime. how to upgrade the firmware on a device with no internet access
brand ubnt fb not directly available cyberconnect2 cloud update will be available to users who have visited the website or ubnt cybercloud page .

i. install the latest edgeos (edgeos management) on a pc, using either the uefi (efi) or linux based installer (this is recommended):- take the
backup the /root/.uimage file- from the folder where you installed the edgeos download the sysupgrade tool (openwrt-sdep install)- install the

toolfor the edgeos v1.10.5210345 :- follow the instructions in the folder “--->openwrt sysupgrade step-by-step”- at the end you will have to reboot
your router for the upgrade to complete (image updated on 7/12/2017 to reflect the new.pum kernel format)
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